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El Tatio main features

 It is the third largest geyser field in the world

 Altitude 4270 masl

 Water boiling temperature 86ºC

 Arid climate

 High to extreme solar radiation

 Strong winds



Silica sinter

Non-cristaline deposits –Opal A (SiO2·nH2O)-

Precipitation from thermal fluids is triggered as they discharge, 
cool and evaporate to dryness.



 Sinter textures preserve information about hydrodynamics,

ambient conditions, and microbial communities at the time of

deposition.

 Superficial expressions of epithermal systems.

 Astrobiological interest as targets of life search on Mars and

as analogs of early Earth enivornments.

Motivation



 Contraining the absolute age of sinter deposits and constraining

the duration of geothermal activity

 Determine silica precipitation rate by stratigraphy dating

 Determine formation processes of different textures

Objectives



Mapping

 Petrography

 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
(Geology department, University of Chile)

X-ray diffraction (XRD)
(Cristalography laboratory,Physics department, University of Chile)


14C dating

(AMS-UC Irvine)
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Opal A -bacteria
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Radiocarbon dating

Sample Age (ky BP)
Standard 

Deviation (ky)

420 Modern

453 2,3 0,6

429 2,4 1

416 4,3 0,08

408 6,7 0,7

441 8,7 9

414 9,7 0,4

435 12,4

432 15,1 0,5

412 21,5



Radiocarbon dating and XRD data

6.7±0.7 ky
BP

Modern

21 ky BP

Difractograms showing main (opal A) and accesory (halite and feldespar) mineral phases. 
Despite ageing, silica sinter samples show no diagenesis modifications.





Active geyser cone

Fossil geyser cone



 El Tatio is a long lived geothermal system (~20.000 years)

 It is older than expected, which could have geomophologic and
climatic implications (glaciar history)

 Silica precipitation rate will be constrained with radiocarbon
dating of sinter

 Our study has astrobiological implications

Conclusions
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